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Abstract
The radiative heating increase due to increased  CO2 concentration is the primary source for the rapid adjustment of atmos-
pheric circulation and clouds. In this study, we investigate the rapid adjustment resulting from an instantaneous doubling of 
 CO2 and its physical mechanism using a multiscale modeling framework (MMF). The cloud-resolving model component of 
this MMF includes a sophisticated third-order turbulence closure and the MMF simulates realistic shallow and deep cloud 
climatology and boundary layer turbulence. Although the simulated cloud adjustment and its mechanism generally agree 
with earlier studies with conventional global climate models and another MMF with a lower-order turbulence closure, this 
MMF simulates an increase in the global-mean shortwave and net cloud radiative cooling and a negative cloud radiative 
effect change due to cloud adjustment. This result is related to the large increase in low-level clouds over the extratropical 
and subtropical oceans, resulting from reduced cloud-top entrainment implied from strengthened inversion. The downshift 
of planetary boundary layer and low-level clouds is generally weaker than that simulated by other models, which is due to 
reduction of shallow cumulus in the ascending and weak subsidence circulation regimes but to increase of stratocumulus 
in the strongest subsidence regime. Optically thicker stratocumulus compensates for reduced cooling by shallow cumulus. 
The reduced strength of all oceanic circulation regimes, which may be contributed by weakened energy transport resulting 
from water vapor and cloud  CO2 masking effects, not only reduces optical depth of convective clouds but also shifts cloud 
coverage to lands where deep convection is enhanced.
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1 Introduction

The climate response to increased  CO2 concentration in the 
atmosphere consists of direct and indirect effects; the former 
is the rapid adjustments to increased  CO2 radiative heating 
while the latter is the slow response to the change of surface 
air temperature (SAT) caused by increased  CO2 concentra-
tion (e.g., Andrews et al. 2010). The slow response is also 
referred to as the “temperature mediated” change. Rapid 
adjustments act in a time scale of days and weeks, which 
is much shorter than that of the slow response (Dong et al. 
2009; Cao et al. 2012; Kamae and Watanabe 2013, hereafter, 
KW13). As long as the  CO2 concentration continues to rise, 
rapid adjustments will be a crucial contributor to the climate 
change. It is important to understand rapid adjustments sepa-
rately from slow response because the changes due to rapid 
adjustments are often of opposite sign from those of the slow 
response (e.g., Yang et al. 2003; Andrews et al. 2010; Bony 
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et al. 2013; Sherwood et al. 2015). For example, the global-
mean precipitation decreases due to abrupt  CO2 increase but 
it increases over the following years as the global-mean SAT 
increases in coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation 
model (GCM) simulations.

Changes in the atmospheric thermodynamic structure and 
regional circulation in response to increased  CO2 concentra-
tion can cause changes in clouds and the associated changes 
in the cloud radiative effects (CREs) at the top of the atmos-
phere (TOA). CREs represent the differences in radiative 
fluxes between the clear sky and all sky. Zelinka et al. (2013) 
found that the global-mean CRE change is ~ 0.5 W  m−2 
from doubling of  CO2 concentration in five atmosphere-
only GCM (AGCM) simulations, primarily from shortwave 
radiation. However, the signs of CRE change vary among 
GCMs (Gregory and Webb 2008; Webb et al. 2013). The 
uncertainty in the global-mean CRE change is largely due 
to that of rapid cloud response, especially the response of 
low-level clouds (Zelinka et al. 2013). Kamae and Watanabe 
(2012, hereafter, KW12) and Kamae et al. (2015, hereafter, 
KWO15) found that the spread of change in the lower-trop-
ospheric specific humidity due to changes in the regional 
atmospheric circulations can explain most of the spreads in 
rapid cloud response and the associated CRE change among 
GCMs. But the governing physical mechanism for this asso-
ciation is not clear (KW12).

A plausible rapid adjustment mechanism that is appli-
cable to the tropical ocean can be described as follows. As 
the lower-tropospheric temperature over the oceanic regions 
increases, the lower tropospheric stability (LTS) increases 
while the surface turbulent heat fluxes decrease. The dry-
ing of the lower troposphere (in terms of relative humid-
ity) reduces cloud condensate at the cloud top, while the 
stabilization of the lower troposphere reduces the cloud 
top entrainment, resulting in a downward shift of low-level 
clouds and planetary boundary layer (PBL) height (Wyant 
et al. 2012, hereafter, WBB12; KWO15). A consequence of 
this downward shift is a reduction in shortwave (SW) cloud 
radiative cooling; that is, a positive SW CRE change in the 
tropical/subtropical subsidence regions where low clouds 
are abundant. This mechanism, however, does not explic-
itly consider the contributions from changes in the regional 
atmospheric circulation and the  CO2 cloud masking effect.

In AGCM simulations of rapid adjustment, the global 
SAT cannot be held to fixed values although both sea surface 
temperature (SST) and sea ice concentration are fixed. The 
smaller heat capacity of the lands allows the SAT to increase 
more than over the ocean due to the increased downward 
infrared radiation from the heated troposphere. Such tem-
perature contrasts between the land and oceanic regions alter 
the regional atmospheric circulation and may shift the cloud 
coverage from the ocean to lands, which leads to the increase 
of precipitation over lands (WBB12; KW13; Zelinka et al. 

2013; Kamae et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2017). Although the 
regional circulation response to  CO2 direct radiative forc-
ing is dominated by the  CO2 increase over lands (Shaw and 
Voigt 2016), the changes in surface sensible heat fluxes due 
to increased  CO2 concentration can also modulate changes 
in the regional atmospheric circulation and the hydrologi-
cal cycle (KWO15; Shaw and Voigt 2016; Xu et al. 2017). 
Additionally, the plants react to increased  CO2 by closing 
the stomata and reducing the evapotranspiration of moisture 
into the atmosphere. Such a response occurs at the same time 
scale as cloud adjustment. Therefore, it should also impact 
the adjustment processes (Doutriaux-Boucher et al. 2009; 
Dong et al. 2009; Andrews et al. 2012).

The direct  CO2 radiative forcing can be weakened by the 
masking effect of clouds and water vapor in the deep convec-
tive regions but enhanced in the drier subtropics (Gregory 
and Webb 2008; Merlis 2015), where the masking effect 
is due to cloud (and water vapor) shielding the impact of 
underlying  CO2 changes. The differential heating result-
ing from the masking effect reduces energy transport from 
the convective regions to the subsidence regions or higher 
latitudes and thus reduces the regional atmospheric circula-
tions. The extent of the weakening of regional atmospheric 
circulation is related to the dependency of  CO2’s radiative 
forcing on the climatology of cloud and water vapor dis-
tributions. Improving the representations of both shallow 
and deep convective cloud processes is thus important for 
accurately capturing such masking effects and the associ-
ated changes in regional atmospheric circulations, which can 
lead to a better understanding of physical mechanisms of 
rapid cloud adjustment. This is due to the fact that traditional 
GCMs parameterize all cloud physical processes and pro-
duce a diversity of low cloud simulations (Soden and Vecchi 
2011; Vial et al. 2013) that contribute to the uncertainty 
of rapid cloud adjustment (Gregory and Webb 2008; Webb 
et al. 2013; Zelinka et al. 2013) and its physical mechanism 
(KW12; KWO15).

It has been known for many decades that it is difficult 
to parameterize the collective effects of convection, clouds, 
precipitation and radiation in conventional GCMs (Randall 
et al. 2003). In particular, progress in cloud physical param-
eterization is slow. Grabowski (2001) and Khairoutdinov and 
Randall (2001) proposed a multiscale modeling framework 
(MMF) approach to accelerate the progress. This approach 
is attractive because each grid column of the global model 
is embedded with a cloud-system resolving model (CRM). 
CRM explicitly simulates the cloud scale dynamics. In the 
past decade, climate change simulations have been per-
formed with MMFs (Wyant et al. 2006; WBB12; Arnold 
et al. 2014; Bretherton et al. 2014, hereafter, BBS14; Stan 
and Xu 2014; Xu and Cheng 2016; Xu et al. 2017). The 
effective climate sensitivity (ECS) is slightly different among 
the MMFs; 1.5 K (Wyant et al. 2006), 2.1 K (BBS14), and 
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2.0 K (Xu and Cheng 2016) if a  CO2 doubling forcing of 
3.7 W  m−2 is used (Myhre et al. 1998). ECSs range from 2.1 
to 3.0 K for AMIP_4K simulations by conventional GCMs 
(Ringer et al. 2014), where AMIP_4K stands for Atmos-
pheric Model Intercomparison Project + 4 K SST.

In this study, we adopt the fixed SST approach using an 
MMF where its CRM component includes a sophisticated 
third-order turbulence closure as in Cheng and Xu (2011) 
and Xu and Cheng (2013a, b; hereafter, XC13a, XC13b). 
This MMF is capable of simulating realistic shallow and 
deep cloud and water vapor climatology and boundary layer 
turbulence (XC13a; XC13b; Painemal et al. 2015). We will 
separately examine the rapid adjustment over the tropical 
ocean and lands resulting from doubling  CO2 levels except 
for the precipitation response. Xu et al. (2017) compared 
the hydrological responses to both  CO2 increase and SST 
perturbation for two MMFs with or without the higher-order 
turbulence closure. Similar to conventional GCMs, the land 
surface temperature in MMF may vary regionally, result-
ing in differential changes in regional circulation between 
lands and the ocean. Previous studies noticed less mid-
tropospheric subsidence over the tropical lands that may 
allow more convection and cloud formation in the fixed SST 
experiments, compared to a fully coupled atmosphere–ocean 
GCM simulation (Andrews et al. 2012). WBB12 analyzed 
cloud and circulation response of 2-year-duration MMF 
simulations to a  CO2 quadrupling. The CRM component 
of this MMF included a low-order turbulence closure. They 
identified a shift of cloud coverage and mean large-scale 
ascent from the tropical ocean to lands, with no effect on 
global change in cloud cover, and the shoaling of boundary-
layer clouds in the subsidence regions (by ~ 80 m), which 
was also identified in conventional GCMs (KW13).

This study has two objectives: one is to understand rapid 
adjustments resulting from doubling of  CO2 in the upgraded 
MMF; and the other is to examine the rapid adjustment 
mechanisms operating over lands and the ocean as well as 
different circulation regimes over the tropical ocean. The 
results from this MMF will be further contrasted to those 
examined from conventional GCMs and another MMF used 
in WBB12.

2  Model and experiment design

Both the fixed-SST perturbation and coupled slab-ocean 
(full ocean) methods have been used in conventional GCMs 
and MMF to study the response of clouds and atmospheric 
circulations to  CO2 increase (e.g., Gregory and Webb 2008; 
Andrews et al. 2012; WBB12; BBS14). However, the former 
method is more feasible than the latter method for MMF, due 
to the lengthy spin-up time of an ocean model and compu-
tational cost of an MMF relative to that of a conventional 

GCM (WBB12). Both methods seem to agree on the esti-
mated radiative forcings from the same GCM (Gregory 
and Webb 2008; Bala et al. 2010; Colman and McAvaney 
2011; Andrews et al. 2012) although for the same method 
the spreads of the cloud radiative forcings are significant 
among GCMs (KWO15).

The MMF used in this study is SPCAM-IPHOC; super-
parameterized Community Atmosphere Model (SPCAM) 
with an intermediately prognostic higher-order turbulence 
closure (IPHOC) in the embedded CRM (Cheng and Xu 
2006, 2011; XC13a). The global model is Community 
Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 3.5 (Collins et al. 2006). 
The embedded CRM is the System for Atmospheric Mode-
ling (SAM) (Khairoutdinov and Randall 2003) with IPHOC. 
The GCM has a horizontal grid spacing of 1.9° × 2.5° and 
32 layers in the vertical. Twelve of the 32 layers are located 
below 700 hPa. These 12 layers are used to resolve the struc-
tures of stratocumulus clouds. For comparison, SPCAM 
only has 6 layers below 700 hPa and its embedded CRM 
includes a low-order turbulence closure (WBB12; BBS14). 
The vertical coordinate used in CRMs is identical to that of 
the host GCM. In the horizontal, there are 32 grid columns 
with a horizontal grid spacing of 4 km. The CRMs also 
include cloud microphysics and radiation parameterizations. 
For interactions between the host GCM and CRMs, tenden-
cies of heat and moisture from the CRM are domain aver-
aged and communicated to the GCM equations. The GCM 
dynamical core produces the large-scale advective tenden-
cies to drive individual CRMs. The IPHOC package param-
eterizes sub-CRM-scale variability (Cheng and Xu 2006), 
as described below.

As in our earlier studies (Cheng and Xu 2011; XC13a), 
climatological monthly SST and sea ice distributions from 
Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data-
set (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003) are specified to the host 
GCM. There is no interannual variation in SST and sea ice. 
The integration length of this MMF simulation was 10 years 
and 3 months, with the last 9 years analyzed. This simula-
tion is referred to as control. For the sensitivity experiment, 
the  CO2 concentration of the control experiment is instan-
taneously doubled (Hansen et al. 1984) while the rest of 
experiment design remain the same as those of the control 
experiment. The integration length of this experiment was 
10 years and 3 months, with the last 9 years analyzed. This 
simulation is referred to as 2×CO2.

The IPHOC package represents subgrid-scale (SGS) 
dynamic and thermodynamic variability within a CRM 
grid box (Cheng and Xu 2006, 2008). A basic assump-
tion is that all SGS variability can be described by a 
joint double-Gaussian distribution of vertical velocity, 
liquid–water potential temperature, and total-water mix-
ing ratio. The Gaussian properties of probability density 
function (PDF) are derived from the first-, second-, and 
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third-order moments of these three variables. Cloud frac-
tion and grid-mean liquid water mixing ratio are diag-
nosed from the PDF. The PDF is also used to compute the 
buoyancy terms and fourth-order terms in the evolution 
of lower-order moment equations.

Results from the control experiment described above 
were presented in Cheng and Xu (2013a, b), XC13a, 
XC13b and Painemal et al. (2015). A major benefit of the 
IPHOC scheme is that the MMF is capable of simulating 
the realistic global cloud distributions, including the stra-
tocumulus in the subsidence regions, and the abundance 
of optically thin clouds. Due to its prediction of three 
skewness variables, shallow cumulus and its transition 
to stratocumulus are also well simulated in this MMF. 
Further, the vertically-integrated water vapor is highly 
correlated (> 0.98) with observations with a root-mean-
square error less than 10% of the global mean (XC13a).

3  Rapid cloud adjustment and changes 
in the large‑scale environment

In this section, we will first discuss the geographic dis-
tributions and the global means of selected variables and 
compare the results with previous SPCAM and conven-
tional GCM studies with similar experimental configura-
tions (Andrews et al. 2012; KW12; WBB12; Zelinka et al. 
2013; BBS14; KWO15).

3.1  Changes in surface air temperature (SAT) 
and cloud

The global mean tropospheric radiative cooling rate is 
reduced as the  CO2 concentration doubles, especially in the 
middle troposphere of the tropics (30°S–30°N) between 800 
and 500 hPa (Fig. 1b). The global-mean SAT increases by 
0.16 K as the land surfaces heat up (Fig. 1a), with the trop-
ical-land SAT increasing by 0.38 K (Table 1). The global-
mean SAT increase is about half of the values reported in 
similar fixed-SST MMF studies with quadrupling  CO2 con-
centration; 0.30 K in WBB12 for 2-year runs, 0.40 K for 
years 2–10 and 0.49 K for years 2–30 of long integrations 
in BBS14. The corresponding tropical-land SAT increases 
are 0.50 K, 0.77 K and 0.80 K. The weak sensitivity of SAT 
increase to the integration length after 10 years justifies the 
use of 10-year integration performed in this study.

The spatial patterns of the land SAT increases are con-
sistent with WBB12, BBS14 and Kamae et al. (2016) for 
the ensemble mean of 8 conventional GCMs; that is, the 
SAT increases over most continental areas except for small 
regions over southern/equatorial Africa, northern South 
America and western Australia (Fig. 1a). Significant changes 
in regional circulation are likely responsible for the small 
SAT changes. It is noted that the warming over the high-
latitude lands such as that over the Siberian region is not as 
strong as in fully coupled GCM simulations with warming in 
the ocean. The lack of polar amplification is also attributed 
to the fixed sea ice and SST in the MMF simulations.

A major focus of this study is to understand rapid cloud 
adjustment. The vertical-horizontal distributions of cloud 

∆ (CTRL – 2×CO2)(a) (b)

Fig. 1  a Annual-averaged surface air temperature change between the 
2×CO2 and control experiments. b Annual- and tropical-mean pro-
files of radiative heating rates for the control (CTL; black), 2×CO2 

(red) and + 2K SST (blue) experiments. The + 2K SST experiment 
is provided for reference although it is discussed in Xu and Cheng 
(2016) and Xu et al. (2017)
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changes between the sensitivity and control experiments 
will be first examined. Figure 2 shows the low-, middle-, 
high-level and total cloud amount changes. The low-level 
clouds are defined as those with tops between the surface 
and 700 hPa, middle-level clouds with tops between 700 hPa 
and 400  hPa, and high-level clouds with tops between 
400 hPa and the model top. A maximum vertical overlap of 
cloud fractions between the chosen pressure ranges is used 
to obtain cloud amount for each CRM grid column. Then, 
cloud amounts of all CRM columns are horizontally aver-
aged to obtain cloud amount over a GCM grid. The CRM 
provides cloud fraction at each CRM gridpoint from the 
double-Gaussian PDF of the IPHOC package.

The global-mean total cloud amount increases by 0.62% 
(absolute), which is contributed by both low- and high-level 
clouds (0.38% and 0.43%, respectively). Locally, cloud 
amount changes from the control to 2×CO2 experiments 
exhibit large meridional and zonal variations with values 
up to 6% (Fig. 2). Most of the global-mean low-level cloud 
increases are contributed from the extratropical (30°S–60°S 
and 30°N–60°N) oceans (Fig. 2a; Table 1). Over lands, low-
level clouds generally decrease as in conventional GCMs 
(e.g., Zelinka et al. 2013), such as in America and parts of 

Europe, which correspond well to the SAT increases, as may 
be explained by low relative humidity (RH) due to the SAT 
increase. Low-level cloud amount increases over the rest 
of land areas where surface temperature experiences small 
changes (e.g., South Asia, Africa and western Australia). 
A unique feature of the MMF simulations is the increase 
of low-level clouds over the subtropics and midlatitudes, in 
particular, the southeast Pacific and southwest and northeast 
Atlantic Oceans. These increases compensate for decreases 
over tropical convective regions and also contribute to the 
global-mean increase. This feature was not simulated in 
SPCAM (WBB12; BBS14) and most conventional GCMs 
(Zelinka et al. 2013).

The global mean middle-level cloud amount decreases 
by 0.16%, due to the stabilization in the mid-troposphere 
caused by the  CO2 radiative heating (Fig. 1b). This reduc-
tion occurs in both the tropics and higher latitudes and is 
simulated in all models (e.g., Colman and McAvaney 2011; 
WBB12; Zelinka et al. 2013), but the magnitude is smaller 
in this MMF. This is related to the increases in middle-
level cloud amount in some regions (Fig. 2b) where there is 
weak large-scale vertical motion in the control experiment 
(Fig. 3a) such as Africa (except near the Equator), southern 

Table 1  The average values over the entire tropics (30°S–30°N), tropical ocean, tropical land, extra-tropics (30°S–60°S, 30°N–60°N) and entire 
globe for the control experiment as well as the differences between the 2×CO2 and control experiments

For ω500, the percentage change is the strength of tropical overturning circulation shown in Table 2. The differences with p value of less than 
0.05 from bootstrap tests are in bold

Parameters Control 2×CO2—Control

Tropics Extra-tropics Globe Tropics Extra-tropics Globe Tropics

Ocean Land Total Ocean Land Total Total %

Ts (K) 299.2 296.2 298.4 283.8 287.9 0.00 0.38 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.03
ω500 (hPa  day−1) − 1.76 3.21 − 0.46 1.09 0.08 0.59 − 2.16 − 0.13 0.31 0.00 6.0
Low cloud (%) 43.6 20.6 37.5 52.7 45.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.38 0.1
Middle cloud (%) 8.4 11.8 9.3 24.2 17.2 − 0.2 0.4 − 0.1 − 0.4 − 0.16 − 0.6
High cloud (%) 43.9 25.9 39.1 21.1 29.2 0.7 1.6 1.0 − 0.3 0.43 2.4
Total cloud (%) 68.3 40.5 61.0 63.5 61.7 0.6 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.62 1.2
LWP (g  m−2) 111.4 70.5 100.7 109.4 98.2 − 2.1 1.4 − 1.2 1.1 0.13 − 1.2
IWP (g  m−2) 39.2 33.2 37.6 61.4 48.3 − 0.3 2.5 0.5 − 0.6 0.11 1.2
Rain (mm  day−1) 4.02 2.67 3.67 2.4 2.86 − 0.16 0.14 − 0.08 − 0.1 − 0.06 − 2.2
LHF (W  m−2) 150.4 60.6 126.8 61.8 88.5 − 2.3 0.4 − 1.6 -0.4 − 0.95 − 1.2
SHF (W  m−2) 15.6 48.9 24.4 26.7 23.4 − 0.2 0.3 − 0.1 − 0.2 − 0.11 − 0.3
SW CRE (W  m−2) − 55.8 − 40.5 − 51.8 − 57.7 − 50.4 0.3 − 0.9 0.0 − 0.7 − 0.39 0.1
LW CRE (W  m−2) 26.6 20.4 25.0 24.0 22.9 − 0.8 0.5 − 0.4 − 0.7 − 0.47 − 1.8
SW + LW CRE (W  m−2) − 29.2 − 20.1 − 26.8 − 23.7 − 27.5 − 0.5 − 0.4 − 0.4 − 1.4 − 0.86 1.4
SW TOA (W  m−2) 306.8 282.2 300.4 206.9 240.4 0.3 − 0.7 0.0 − 0.6 − 0.30 0.0
LW TOA (W  m−2) 259.7 264.6 261.0 229.2 240.3 − 3.9 − 5.0 − 4.2 − 3.0 − 3.55 − 1.6
TOA LW-SW (W  m−2) − 47.1 − 17.6 − 38.6 22.3 − 0.1 − 4.2 − 4.3 − 4.2 − 2.4 − 3.25 10.9
SW SFC (W  m−2) 213.9 187.3 207.0 136.5 161.8 0.1 − 1.3 − 0.2 − 0.8 − 0.55 − 0.1
LW SFC (W  m−2) 55.9 78.5 61.8 56.6 57.5 − 1.5 − 2.5 − 1.7 − 2.1 − 1.90 − 2.8
SFC LW-SW (W  m−2) − 158.0 − 108.8 − 145.2 − 79.9 − 104.3 − 1.6 − 1.2 − 1.5 − 1.3 − 1.35 1.0
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Asia and southern Australia. The magnitudes of subsidence 
are reduced over the same regions in the 2×CO2 experi-
ment (Fig. 3c–e), resulting in the increase of both low- and 
middle-level clouds (Fig. 2a, b). This leads to an increase in 
albedo. The increase of cloudiness reduces the  CO2 heating 
in the lower troposphere and thus leads to the small SAT 
increases over parts of these regions (Fig. 1a) although 
changes in regional circulation mentioned earlier (Fig. 4) 
also play an important role in shifting cloud coverage from 
the ocean to lands.

The largest increases of high-level cloud amount are 
concentrated over the latitudinal bands over the edges of 
the tropics as the amount largely decreases over the mid-
latitude oceans. This meridional variation signal is more 
pronounced than that of the zonal variation. The latter is 
associated with the cloud increases over the land regions 
such as Africa, southern Asia, Australia and equatorial 
South America (Fig. 2c), which are well correlated with 
the increases in upward vertical motion (Fig. 3b, c). The 
zonal and meridional variations can be explained by cir-
culation (arrows in Fig. 4) and stability changes (colors in 
Fig. 4) resulting from the  CO2 and water vapor masking 
effects. These effects weaken the strengths of the Hadley 
and zonally asymmetric Walker circulations (Merlis 2015). 
The energy transport from tropical convective regions to 
higher latitudes, for example, by the mean circulation from 
the decreased meridional gradient of moist static energy 
(Fig. 4), is reduced as the middle troposphere over the edges 
of the subtropics becomes warmer from the  CO2 radiative 
heating so that the upper troposphere is destabilized (colors 

in Fig. 4). However, the transport from lands to the adjacent 
oceans likely increases as the land SAT increases (Figs. 1a, 
4), which may impact low-level clouds.

3.2  Changes in cloud radiative effects

Before discussing the CRE changes due to cloud adjustment, 
the effective radiative forcing (ERF) is examined, which is 
defined as the sum of net TOA downward SW and longwave 
(LW) radiative flux changes without any change in global-
mean SAT under the conditions of doubled  CO2 (Hansen et al. 
2005). In this study, the ERF represents the sum of direct  CO2 
forcing and cloud adjustment and is primarily due to reduction 
of outgoing LW radiative flux (Table 1). The ERF is 3.25 W 
 m−2 (TOA SW minus LW) for SPCAM-IPHOC, 3.48 W  m−2 
for SPCAM (BBS14) and 3.77 ± 0.45 W  m−2 for 13 CMIP5 
(Phase 5 of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) models 
(KW12), respectively. Therefore, the ERFs of both SPCAM 
and SPCAM-IPHOC lie at the low end of the range of CMIP5 
models although they differ by 0.23 W  m−2. As shown in 
Table 1, the changes in LW CRE are negative for SPCAM-
IPHOC (− 0.47 W  m−2), SPCAM (− 0.88 W  m−2) and CMIP5 
models (− 0.76 ± 0.11 W  m−2). But the change in SW CRE 
for SPCAM-IPHOC has an opposite sign (− 0.39 W  m−2 vs. 
0.32 W  m−2 for SPCAM and 0.62 ± 0.24 W  m−2 for CMIP5 
models). This result is related to the large low-cloud increases 
over the extratropical and subtropical oceans (Fig. 2a), result-
ing in strong radiative cooling (Fig. 5b). Consequently, the 
net CRE change for SPCAM-IPHOC (− 0.86 W  m−2) is 
more negative, compared to SPCAM (− 0.56 W  m−2) and 
CMIP5 models (− 0.15 ± 0.26 W  m−2) (KWO15). A major-
ity of CMIP5 and earlier-generation models simulated posi-
tive SW CRE changes, which were consistent with low-cloud 
decreases (Gregory and Webb 2008; KW12).

The global-mean CRE changes contain both cloud adjust-
ment and instantaneous cloud masking effects. Utilizing an 
estimate of cloud masking effects from a conventional GCM 
(− 0.56 W  m−2; Andrews et al. 2012), cloud adjustment for 
SPCAM-IPHOC is − 0.30 W  m−2, compared to 0.0 W  m−2 
for SPCAM and 0.5 W  m−2 for conventional GCMs (Zelinka 
et al. 2013). Because cloud distributions are different among 
the models, estimates of cloud adjustment with an identi-
cal amount of cloud masking effect may be problematic. 
Nevertheless, the difference in estimated cloud adjustment 
between the two MMFs can largely explain the difference 
in ERF (0.23 W  m−2).

The magnitudes of local changes in SW CRE can be as 
large as 10 W  m−2 while those of LW CRE can be as large 
as 5 W  m−2. The local changes in net CRE are similar to 
those of SW CRE except for smaller magnitudes (Fig. 5). 
The net CRE changes are positive (warming) over South 
and North Americas, and parts of Europe due to decreases 
of total cloud amount (Fig. 2d), especially those of low-level 

Table 2  Pressure vertical velocity ( � ) and fractional area ( � ) at 
850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa and 200 hPa levels for 30°S to 30°N that 
are obtained for different signs of vertical velocity, upward ( �̄�↑ , nega-
tive) and downward ( �̄�↓ , positive) of the control experiment

Irepresents the strength of tropical overturning circulation. Note that 
changes between the 2×CO2 and control experiments ( Δ�̄�↑and Δ�̄�↓ ) 
are calculated over the same areas with upward and downward veloc-
ity of the control experiment. The monthly composite (averaged 
over the same month from years 2–10) data are used to eliminate the 
changes due to interannual fluctuations. Unit for pressure vertical 
velocity is hPa  day−1

850 hPa 700 hPa 500 hPa 200 hPa

�̄� − 0.62 − 0.65 − 0.47 − 0.37
�̄�
↓ 23.43 23.26 22.00 12.41

�̄�
↑ − 32.00 − 33.75 − 34.60 − 18.35

I = �̄�
↓ − �̄�

↑ 55.43 57.01 56.60 30.76
Δ�̄�↓ − 1.66 − 1.73 − 1.49 − 0.78

Δ�̄�↑ 1.70 1.92 1.92 1.05

�I = Δ�̄�↓ − Δ�̄�↑ − 3.36 − 3.65 − 3.41 − 1.83

�

(

�
↓
)

0.57 0.58 0.60 0.58

�(�↑) 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.42
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cloud amount (Fig. 2a). This is also the case for tropical 
convective regions, where the large-scale ascent is weakened 
(Fig. 3) and clouds at all levels decrease (Fig. 2). On the 
other hand, the net CRE changes are negative (cooling) in 
parts of the subtropical and mid- and high-latitude oceans 
due to increases in low-level cloud amount. Overall, the net 
CRE changes are more pronounced over lands than over the 

ocean due to changes in regional circulation and the associ-
ated shift of clouds from the ocean to lands (WBB12; Shaw 
and Voigt 2016). This is still true for cloud adjustment even 
after the net CRE increases are subtracted by 1–2 W  m−2 
(Fig. 5c) due to strong  CO2 cloud and water vapor mask-
ing effects over tropical convective regions (Andrews et al. 
2012).

3.3  Changes in the thermodynamic and dynamic 
environments

The rapid adjustment mechanism discussed in the introduc-
tion is characterized by (1) stabilization of the lower tropo-
sphere, (2) downward shift of the marine boundary layer, (3) 
reduction in surface turbulent heat fluxes, and (4) reduction 
in SW cloud radiative cooling (Colman and McAvaney 2011; 
Andrews et al. 2012; KW12; KW13; WBB12; KWO15). 
An important element of this mechanism is the decrease in 
the boundary-layer height and cloud top entrainment due to 
strengthened PBL inversion (WBB12). Unlike SPCAM and 
conventional GCMs, increases in net cloud radiative cooling 
are simulated in three major low-cloud regions: the southeast 
subtropical Pacific, the southeast Atlantic regions, and the 
midlatitude storm track regions (Fig. 5c), which is related to 
increases in low-level cloud amount, as opposed to decreases 
in low-level cloud amount as simulated by conventional 
GCMs (Gregory and Webb 2008; Colman and McAvaney 
2011; KW12; Zelinka et al. 2013) except for one of the two 
GCMs in Watanabe et al. (2012). How do the remaining 
elements contribute to the increases in both low-level clouds 
and net cloud radiative cooling? To answer this question, we 
examine a few environmental variables, with an emphasis on 
the changes in three regions; i.e., the tropical and subtropical 
oceanic subsidence regions (Fig. 3a), the tropical convective 
regions and the tropical lands. The changes in these vari-
ables are the primary interest although the climatology of 
selected variables from the control experiment is also shown 
in Figs. 3, 6, 7 and 8.

The PBL height is obtained from GCM grid-scale varia-
bles using the bulk Richardson number (Holtslag and Boville 
1993). Change in the PBL height is affected by changes in 
both the stability and surface virtual heat flux. Over the 
tropical and subtropical oceanic subsidence regions, there 
are small decreases (and no increases anywhere) in the PBL 
height, typically less than 40 m (Fig. 6b). The shoaling of 
marine boundary layer is thus consistent with previous stud-
ies (WBB12; KW13), but the largest decreases in the PBL 
height occur near the edges of the subtropics (30°S or 30°N). 
The decrease averaged over 30°S–30°N is ~ 20 m, compared 
to 80 m reported in WBB12 for quadrupling  CO2. Note that 
80 m was an average over a ten percentile of the high LTS 
range.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2  Global distribution of annual-mean a low-, b middle-, c high-
level, and d total cloud amount changes between the 2×CO2 and con-
trol experiments
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The changes in boundary-layer inversion strength are 
indicated by those of LTS and estimated inversion strength 
(EIS). LTS is defined as the deviation of potential tem-
perature at 700 hPa from the surface (Klein and Hartmann 
1993) while EIS is similar to LTS except for considering 
the dependency of moist lapse rate on temperature and 
providing a more accurate estimate of inversion strength 
(Woods and Bretherton 2006). Differing from conventional 
GCMs and SPCAM, the small PBL height decreases are 
accompanied by increased low-level cloud amount (Fig. 2a), 
strengthened PBL inversion (Fig. 6d, e) and enhanced LH 
flux (Fig. 8d). Note that the latter two are shifted westwards 
and polarward of the strongest subsidence regions (Fig. 3a). 
Thus, there is a balance between increased entrainment due 
to turbulent mixing from increased latent heat (LH) flux and 
decreased entrainment due to (implied from) strengthened 
PBL inversion. This result can be explained by the higher 
vertical resolution used in this MMF that reduces artificial 
entrainment associated with a coarser resolution and limits 
the jump of cloud top to a smaller height interval (Cheng 
et al. 2010). The sharper inversion can lead to simulation 
of more stratocumulus (but with slightly lower tops) with 
higher liquid water content rather than more cumulus clouds 
over these regions.

Changes in the large-scale subsidence ( �� ) can 
impact the LTS and RH through the subsidence warming 
(Fig. 3b–d). In general, changes in � (at 850 hPa, 700 hPa 
and 500 hPa) are more variable than those of the LTS. Sub-
sidence in the strong subsidence regions (Fig. 3a), i.e., the 
southeast subtropical Pacific and Atlantic regions, strength-
ens/weakened slightly in the 2×CO2 experiment but the areas 
with strengthened subsidence shift westwards and polarward 
from the strong subsidence regions where the LTS increases 
(Fig. 6d). The RH decreases over these regions and the edges 
of the subtropics (Fig. 7c, d), which is directly related to the 
 CO2 radiative heating as the cloud masking effects are weak 
there. KW12 related the intermodel (conventional GCM) 
differences in the SW CRE change due to rapid cloud adjust-
ment to those in RH of the subsidence regions. However, 
the RH decreases of 1–5% do not reduce low-level cloud 
amounts in these regions, due perhaps to a better simulation 
of SGS turbulence and cloud processes within the embedded 
CRMs than with parameterizations in conventional GCMs, 
which rely on RH to parameterize cloud amount. The RH 
decreases are also consistent with increased surface LH 
fluxes (Fig. 8d). This relation may be primarily due to the 
buoyancy-driven mixing of dry free tropospheric air over 
a shallower boundary layer that is balanced by increased 
turbulent mixing from increased LH. This results in a well-
mixed boundary layer with lower humidity.

Over most of the tropical lands where surface sensible 
heat (SH) fluxes increase (Fig. 8b) and the SAT increases 
(Fig. 1a), the PBL heights increase, up to 100 m (Fig. 6b). 

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(b)

Fig. 3  a Distribution of annual-mean pressure vertical velocity at 
500 hPa (ω500) for the control experiment, and annual-mean changes 
in b ω300, c ω500, d ω700, and e ω850 between the 2×CO2 and control 
experiments for 60°S–60°N. The thick black contour in b–e corre-
sponds to ω500 = 0
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The exceptions are the South and Central Africa, Australia 
and part of northwest South America where the small SAT 
changes reduce the SH fluxes but the LH fluxes increase 
(Fig. 8d). The LTS decreases over most of the tropical lands 
(Fig. 6d) are related to the strong increases in the SAT dis-
cussed earlier (Fig. 1a). Large-scale ascent is enhanced over 
most of the tropical lands. Changes in regional atmospheric 
circulation (Fig. 4) are, thus, an important component of 
rapid adjustment, as in previous studies (e.g., WBB12; 
Shaw and Voigt 2016). The RH increases, except for below 
700 hPa over North America and parts of South America, 
are associated with increased deep convection and enhanced 
large-scale ascent (Fig. 3).

Over tropical deep convective regions (Fig. 3a), neither 
the LTS (Fig. 6b) nor the PBL height (Fig. 6d) changes much 
as both are more relevant measures of variability for bound-
ary-layer clouds than deep convection. Large-scale ascent 
is more likely reduced than enhanced, in particular, the 
Indian Ocean and northwestern Pacific and western Atlantic 
(Fig. 3b–e). Since RH changes are closely connected to �� , 
there are more areas with decreases than increases in RH 
because of decreased large-scale ascent strength (to be dis-
cussed shortly) and the absolute magnitudes of RH changes 
increase as the height increases (Fig. 7b–d), as in those of 
�� . Additionally, the LH fluxes are reduced in the tropical 
convective regions (Fig. 8c).

3.4  Changes in circulation strength

As discussed above, regional circulation changes are a driver 
for cloud changes. A statistical description of the circula-
tion changes can be helpful. The �

500
 frequencies for both 

control and 2×CO2 experiments show similar skewed dis-
tributions with peaks at 20 hPa  day−1 (Fig. 9a). Convective 
regimes correspond to �

500
< 0 whereas subsidence regimes 

correspond to �
500

 ≥ 0. The differences in �
500

 frequencies 
between the two experiments confirm the weakening of cir-
culations discussed earlier. This is evidenced by increases 
in frequency for �

500
between − 60 hPa  day−1 (weak-to-

moderate ascent) and 20 hPa  day−1 (weak subsidence) but 
decreases in frequency for the stronger subsidence regimes 
( �

500
> 20 hPa  day−1) and smaller decreases for the strongly 

convective regimes (Fig. 9b). Over the tropical lands, there 
is a clear shift in frequency from the subsidence to convec-
tive regimes, which agrees with WBB12. Over the tropical 
ocean, the weakening of circulation is indicated by increases 
in frequency for �

500
between − 40 and 25 hPa  day−1 and by 

decreases for the moderately-to-strongly convective regimes 
( �

500
 < − 40 hPa  day−1) and the stronger subsidence regimes 

( �
500

 > 25 hPa  day−1). The decrease for the latter regimes 
was, however, not simulated by SPCAM (WBB12).

The weakening of circulations can be looked in another 
way. We compute the average upward ( �̄�↑ ) and downward 
( �̄�↓ ) pressure velocities at four selected levels (850, 700, 500 
and 200 hPa) for the entire tropics, as well as their differ-
ence I = �̄�

↓ − �̄�
↑ , which represents the strength of tropical 

Fig. 4  Global distribution 
of annual-mean moist static 
energy (color) and wind (arrow) 
changes at 300 hPa between the 
2×CO2 and control experi-
ments. The thick black contour 
corresponds to ω500 = 0. Moist 
static energy change divided 
by specific heat capacity (cp) is 
shown in color, with unit of K
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overturning circulations (Bony et al. 2013). The average 
changes in ascending and descending areas of the control 
experiment ( ��̄�↑ and ��̄�↓ ) are also computed (Table 2), 
using the monthly composite data to exclude the changes 
due to interannual fluctuations. The largest magnitude in 
reduced strength of �̄�↑ occurs at 700 and 500 hPa, but that of 
−
�

↓ occurs at 850 and 700 hPa. The relative weakening, �I∕I , 
is similar for all four levels, ranging from 0.059 at 200 hPa 
to 0.064 at 700 hPa. The weakening of circulation strength 
is larger over the tropical ocean than over the entire trop-
ics (Bony et al. 2013). This is evident from Fig. 9 for �

500
 . 

These results have important implications for understanding 
the cloud adjustment mechanism.

4  Mechanism of rapid cloud adjustment 
in the tropics

We will first examine the mean properties over the tropi-
cal lands and ocean (Table 1). Statistical significance in 
the difference between the two experiments is obtained 
through the bootstrap method. After removing the mean 
annual cycle of the control experiment, 108 monthly-mean 
datapoints from either experiment are randomly sampled, 
with replacement, to create 10,000 subsets from the origi-
nal datasets. The differences with p value of less than 0.05 
are shown in bold in Table 1. The bootstrap test reveals 
that most mean properties over tropical ocean are differ-
ent between the two experiments except for low-level cloud 
amount, TOA SW, surface SW and SW CRE, but over the 
tropical lands the significant increases of cloud amounts 
at all levels and cloud ice water path (IWP) significantly 
increase SW CRE cooling due to the shift of deep convec-
tion from the ocean to lands. This shift also makes the oce-
anic clouds optically thinner due to significant decreases in 
cloud liquid water path (LWP). The tropical mean results 
are similar to those of tropical ocean except for SAT, �

500
 , 

middle- and high-level cloud amounts, and SH. The lack of 
significant changes in these five variables except for high-
level cloud amount is due to opposite signs in changes 
between the tropical ocean and lands.

How well do these results compare to those of SPCAM 
averaged over the same 9-year period (BBS14) after lin-
early scaling the 4×CO2 changes to 2×CO2 changes? The 
signs of the changes agree between the two MMFs in �

500
 , 

middle-level cloud amount, LWP, IWP, precipitation, TOA 
and surface SW and LW radiative fluxes, SW and LW CREs 
and SH for the tropical lands and ocean (Table 3). The disa-
greement appears in low-level clouds for the tropical lands 
(+ 0.2% for SPCAM-IPHOC vs. − 0.5% for SPCAM), high 
and total cloud amounts over the tropical ocean (+ 0.6 to 
0.7% for SPCAM-IPHOC vs. − 0.4% for SPCAM). This 
disagreement does not alter the signs of CRE and TOA and 
surface radiative flux changes, due to compensation between 
increased cloud amount and decreased in-cloud cloud optical 
depth simulated in SPCAM-IPHOC. Thus, the results from 
SPCAM-IPHOC support the conceptual diagram of rapid 
cloud changes in the tropics proposed by WBB12 except 
for the increase of low clouds over lands and the increases 
of optically thin, high clouds over the ocean, as well as the 
stronger convection over lands in terms of surface precipita-
tion (0.14 vs. 0.06 mm  day−1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5  Global distribution of annual-mean a longwave, b shortwave 
and c net cloud radiative effect changes between the 2×CO2 and con-
trol experiments
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4.1  Vertical structure changes over the tropical 
ocean and lands

Next, vertical profiles of a few variables are obtained for the 
tropical ocean and lands as in previous studies (WBB12; 
KW13) to further explain the rapid cloud adjustment mech-
anism. We also obtain the mean vertical profiles for sub-
regions and circulation regimes. For the tropical lands, the 
desert region is separated from the rest of tropical lands due 
to weaker cloud masking effects there. This is chosen as 
the barren or sparsely vegetated lands (Type 1, Class 16) 
according to the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diameter (MODIS) land cover product (MCD12C1), https 
://lpdat a.usgs.gov/datas et_disco very/modis /modis -produ 
cts-table /mcd12 c1.

There are large contrasts in the response to doubling 
of  CO2 between the tropical ocean and lands and between 
desert and non-desert regions (Fig. 10). Due to the differ-
ences in surface heat capacity, the potential temperature 
increases ( �� ) over lands are 0.1–0.3 K higher than over 
the ocean while they are ~ 0.4 K higher over deserts than 
over non-deserts (Fig. 10b). For the tropical ocean, the 
negative �� in the upper troposphere can be explained by 
a reduced meridional heat transport (Fig. 4) and less con-
densational heating resulting from weaker deep convection. 
The increased stability between the surface and ~ 800 hPa 
(Fig. 10b) is accompanied with increased low-level clouds 
below 850 hPa and significantly reduced condensate amount 
above 850 hPa (Fig. 10d), reduced �̄�↓ (Fig. 10c), increased 
humidity within the boundary layer (Fig. 10e), and reduced 
LH (Table 3). The humidity increase is sufficiently large 
to compensate for the relative humidity reduction due to 
warming except near the boundary layer top (Fig. 10f–g). 
This result is qualitatively consistent with earlier studies 
(WBB12 and KWO15). Conventional GCMs also show an 
increase in marine boundary-layer cloud fraction at below 
~ 900 hPa (Zelinka et al. 2013) instead of below 850 hPa in 
this study. This difference may be related to either stronger 
downward radiative heating resulted from quadrupling  CO2 
or artificially strong entrainment resulted from the coarser 
resolution in the lower troposphere used in GCMs, or defi-
ciencies in GCM parameterizations.

Over lands, the increased instability corresponds well 
with enhanced upward motion (up to − 2.5 hPa  day−1). Over 
deserts with low heat capacity, �� is “bottom heavy,” which 
is related to the large instability increase in the lower tropo-
sphere (Fig. 10b). Increased strength of deep convection can 
be seen from qc + qi (condensate mixing ratio) increases 
over the entire troposphere except for the lower troposphere 
below 900 hPa (Fig. 10d), which is also accompanied by the 
large humidity increases (Fig. 10e) that are sufficiently large 
to compensate for the relative humidity reduction due to 
warming (Fig. 10f–h). The reduced low-level clouds below 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6  Distribution of annual-mean a PBL height and c lower tropo-
spheric stability (LTS) from the control experiment and annual-
mean changes in b PBL height, d LTS, and e estimated inversion strength 
(EIS) between the 2×CO2 and control experiments for 60°S–60°N

https://lpdata.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis-products-table/mcd12c1
https://lpdata.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis-products-table/mcd12c1
https://lpdata.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis-products-table/mcd12c1
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900 hPa are related to the raised PBL height due to stronger 
turbulent mixing. Despite of this reduction, both condensate 
mixing ratio and RH between 900 and 775 hPa increase (less 
so over desert lands). This result is related to the efficient 
turbulent mixing simulated in this MMF that is supported by 
the small increases in surface LH and SH fluxes, compared 

to SPCAM (Table 3) that has a large increase in SH but 
a large decrease in LH. Thus, SPCAM-IPHOC also simu-
lates enhanced low clouds, except for those below 900 hPa, 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7  Distribution of a annual-mean relative humidity at first model 
level from the control experiment and annual-mean changes b at first 
model level, c 850 hPa and d 700 hPa between the 2×CO2 and control 
experiments for 60°S–60°N

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8  Distribution of annual-mean a sensible heat (SH) and c latent 
heat (LH) fluxes from the control experiment and their annual-
mean changes b, d between the 2×CO2 and control experiments for 
60°S–60°N
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while SPCAM simulates reduced low clouds, as the land 
surface with more moisture warms up less over non-deserts 
in SPCAM-IPHOC.

4.2  Vertical structure changes for the tropical 
oceanic circulation regimes

For the tropical ocean, vertical profiles for five circulation 
regimes are further examined to further understand the cloud 
adjustment mechanism. The five circulation regimes with 
equal size of population (20%), called “quintiles,” are obtained, 
based upon the distribution of annual-mean �

500
 of the con-

trol experiment (Fig. 9a). The �
500

ranges of the five quintiles 
are �

500
 < − 21 hPa  day−1 (0–20%), − 21 ≤ �

500
< − 4 hPa 

 day−1 (20–40%), − 4 ≤ �
500

 <10 hPa  day−1 (40–60%), 10 
≤ �

500
 < 21 hPa  day−1 (60–80%) and �

500
≥ 21 hPa  day−1 

(80–100%), respectively. The first two quintiles correspond 

to strongly and weakly convective regimes while the last three 
quintiles correspond to weak, moderate and strong subsidence 
regimes, respectively.

The weakening of regional circulations over the tropi-
cal ocean as seen from Fig. 10c is achieved through a large 
reduction in the ascent strength of convective regimes (up to 
2 hPa  day−1) and a small reduction in the subsidence strength 
in the low and middle troposphere of the 1st and 2nd quin-
tiles (up to 1 hPa  day−1; Fig. 11c). The ascent strength of the 
1st quintile is reduced more greatly in the low and middle 
troposphere than that of the 2nd quintile, but the reduction 
in the upper troposphere is similar. The reduction of subsid-
ence strength of the 4th quintile is twice as large as that of 
the last quintile, which has the strongest subsidence strength.

Although the five circulation regimes have various char-
acteristics in the profiles of thermodynamic/cloud/radia-
tive changes (Fig. 11), the strongest subsidence regime is 

Fig. 9  a The frequency (%) of 
monthly-mean midtropospheric 
pressure velocity ( �

500
 ) over 

the entire tropics for the control 
(black) and 2×CO2 experiments 
(green) and b the difference in 
frequency between the 2×CO2 
and control experiments for the 
entire tropics (black), tropical 
land (red) and tropical ocean 
(blue). The bin size is 5 hPa 
 day−1

Table 3  The average differences 
over the entire tropics, tropical 
ocean and tropical lands 
between the 2×CO2 and control 
experiments from the ensemble 
of CMIP5 models (Kamae 
and Watanabe 2012), SPCAM 
(Bretherton et al. 2014) and 
SPCAM-IPHOC

CMIP5 Ensemble SPCAM SPCAM-IPHOC

Ocean Land Tropics Ocean Land Tropics Ocean Land Tropics

ω500 (hPa  day−1) 0.43 − 0.96 0.08 0.60 − 1.98 − 0.06 0.59 − 2.16 − 0.13
Total cloud (%) − 0.4 − 0.3 − 0.4 − 0.4 0.4 − 0.2 0.6 1.2 0.7
Low cloud (%) − 0.1 − 0.5 − 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
Middle cloud (%) − 0.3 0.6 − 0.1 − 0.2 0.4 − 0.1
High cloud (%) − 0.4 1.0 − 0.1 0.7 1.6 1.0
LWP (g  m−2) − 2.7 0.9 − 1.8 − 2.1 1.4 − 1.2
IWP (g  m−2) − 0.7 2.4 0.1 − 0.3 2.5 0.5
Rain (mm  day−1) − 0.16 0.06 − 0.10 − 0.16 0.14 − 0.08
LHF (W  m−2) − 2.8 − 2.7 − 2.8 − 2.3 0.4 − 1.6
SHF (W  m−2) − 0.2 1.7 0.3 − 0.2 0.3 − 0.1
SW CRE (W  m−2) 0.7 0.4 0.6 1.1 − 0.8 0.6 0.3 − 0.9 0.0
LW CRE (W  m−2) − 1.1 − 0.1 − 0.8 − 1.5 0.7 − 0.9 − 0.8 0.5 − 0.4
SW TOA (W  m−2) 1.1 − 0.4 0.7 0.3 − 0.7 0.0
LW TOA (W  m−2) − 2.9 − 5.0 − 3.5 − 3.9 − 5.0 − 4.2
SW SFC (W  m−2) 1.1 − 0.7 0.7 0.1 − 1.3 − 0.2
LW SFC (W  m−2) − 1.0 − 1.9 − 1.2 − 1.5 − 2.5 − 1.7
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most distinct and influences the tropical-ocean mean cloud 
changes between the two experiments discussed earlier 
(Fig. 10d). This circulation regime has the largest stability 
increase between the surface and 800 hPa (Fig. 11b), which 

implies for decreased cloud top entrainment and turbulent 
mixing in the boundary layer, as also indicated by the cloud 
top radiative cooling increase (Fig. 11a). Note that the con-
densate reduction above 800 hPa is minimal for this regime, 

Fig. 10  Vertical profiles of changes in a radiative heating rate, b 
potential temperature, c pressure vertical velocity, d sum of cloud 
water and cloud ice mixing ratio, e specific humidity, f relative 
humidity, g relative humidity due to changes in specific humidity 

and h relative humidity due to changes in temperature averaged over 
the tropical lands, tropical ocean, tropical deserts and tropical non-
deserts between the 2×CO2 and control experiments

Fig. 11  Same as Fig. 10 except for the tropical ocean profiles sorted 
by annual-mean �

500
 , with each color representing the average for 

20% of �
500

 values (or quintile). The 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% thresh-

olds of �
500

 are roughly − 21 hPa  day−1, − 4 hPa  day−1, 10 hPa  day−1, 
and 21 hPa  day−1
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compared to the rest of circulation regimes (Fig. 11d). The 
condensate reduction above 850 hPa in the tropical-ocean 
mean profile (Fig. 10d) is manifested by a reduction in con-
densate appearing in the layer above 840 hPa of the other 
four regimes. The downward shift of low-level clouds seen 
in the tropical-ocean mean profile is, therefore, associ-
ated with all regimes except for the strongest subsidence 
regime. That is, shallow cumulus clouds within these four 
regimes are likely reduced, not the stratocumulus clouds 
in the strongest subsidence regime. If there were no large 
condensate increase in the strongest subsidence regime, the 
tropical mean condensate profile would be similar to what 
other models produced, i.e., much stronger downshift of 
low-level clouds. Note that the 1st quintile shows the great-
est reduction in the vertical extent and amount of conden-
sate (Fig. 11d), which is related to weakened oceanic deep 
convection.

5  Summary and discussions

In this study, we have investigated the rapid adjustment 
resulting from doubling of atmospheric  CO2 concentration 
and its physical mechanism using a multiscale modeling 
framework (MMF). The CRM component of this MMF 
includes a sophisticated higher-order turbulence closure. The 
MMF simulates realistic shallow and deep cloud climatol-
ogy and boundary-layer turbulence, in comparison with con-
ventional GCMs and SPCAM MMF. This ability is impor-
tant for simulating rapid adjustment because  CO2—induced 
cloud and water vapor masking effects, which depend on 
cloud and water vapor climatology, impact the regional cir-
culations and cloud changes (Merlis 2015).

The simulated cloud adjustment and its mechanism gener-
ally agree with earlier studies with conventional GCMs and 
another MMF in many aspects; for example, the simulated 
global cloud distributions from this MMF show a decrease in 
middle-level cloud amount, an increase in high-level cloud 
amount and a shift of deep convection from the tropical 
ocean to lands resulting in optically thinner clouds over the 
ocean and optically thicker clouds over lands, as well as a 
reduction of circulation strength in response to  CO2 warm-
ing. The most significant difference from the earlier studies 
is that this MMF simulates an increase in the global-mean 
shortwave and net cloud radiative cooling and a negative net 
CRE change due to cloud adjustment. This result is related 
to the large increase in low-level cloud amount occurring 
over the extratropical and subtropical oceans, resulting 
from reduced cloud-top entrainment that is implied from 
strengthened PBL inversion shown in the LTS and EIS spa-
tial distributions.

For cloud adjustment mechanism, the downshift of plan-
etary boundary layer and low clouds simulated in this MMF 

is generally weaker than that of conventional GCMs and 
SPCAM MMF. The downshift is due to reduction of shallow 
cumulus in the ascending and weak subsidence circulation 
regimes with minimal contribution from stratocumulus in 
the strongest subsidence regime. The PBL inversion strength 
of the strongest subsidence regime between the surface and 
800 hPa increases the most and thus the entrainment is 
reduced and clouds are optically thicker. This regime exerts 
the strongest influence on the tropical-ocean mean cloud 
changes between the two experiments. Without the contribu-
tion from this regime, the tropical mean condensate profile 
would be similar to what conventional GCMs and SPCAM 
produced, which is characterized by a much stronger down-
shift of low-level clouds. The implication of these results is 
that the embedded CRMs with IPHOC more likely simulate 
stratocumulus clouds rather than cumulus clouds for the 
strongest subsidence regime. The high vertical resolution in 
the lower troposphere used in this MMF also helps to reduce 
artificial entrainment and minimizes the extent of the PBL 
shoaling (Cheng et al. 2010; XC13a).

Changes in regional circulation, with strongest reduc-
tions in the moderate subsidence and strongly convective 
regimes, play an important role in influencing oceanic 
cloud changes and shift of cloud coverage from the ocean 
to lands. Weaker energy transport resulting from  CO2 cloud 
and water vapor masking effects in the oceanic regions with 
strong large-scale ascent reduces the upward motion and 
convective clouds. Over lands, large-scale upward motion 
is enhanced throughout the entire troposphere, accompanied 
by increased moisture related to efficient turbulent mixing. 
Due to differences in surface heat capacity between desert 
and non-desert regions, low-level clouds over non-deserts 
increases rather than decreases over deserts. Deep con-
vection is also enhanced more over non-deserts than over 
deserts. Large increases of moisture over lands are related 
to the land–ocean transports that are linked to the different 
signs of surface SH and LH flux changes (DeAngelis et al. 
2016). This MMF simulates small increases in both SH and 
LH over the tropical lands, compared to large increases in 
SH but large decreases in LH in SPCAM. The increased 
moisture over lands increases the low-level clouds and inten-
sity of deep convection and produces more precipitation, 
compared to SPCAM.

The rapid adjustment mechanism examined in this study 
may need further investigation because some of the differ-
ences from previous studies may be related to nonlinearity 
in the responses between doubling and quadrupling of  CO2 
and to the coarser vertical resolutions used in other stud-
ies. However, the MMF results presented in this study will 
be helpful to further advance our understanding of rapid 
adjustment simulated in conventional GCMs. The differ-
ences between the parameterized and explicitly simulated 
cloud processes, especially for the strongest subsidence 
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circulation regime, need to be understood in single-column 
framework (Randall et al. 1996) and fully ocean–atmos-
phere coupled models (e.g., Stan and Xu 2014).
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